
 

The Chinese Teapot by TCC Magic

Introducing the brand-new Chinese Magic Teapot - A blend of tradition and
new innovative surprises.

Throughout history, the teapot or kettle has been used in various magic effects,
like pouring water endlessly and pouring different colored liquids and beverages.
The Chinese Magic Teapot boasts a full-stage act packed into a compact form.

This limited-edition masterpiece stands as a testament to both its rarity and
exquisite craftsmanship. The teapot is shiny polished stainless steel. Its
minimalist design hides its enchanting capabilities.

Effect:

After the teapot is shown to be empty, the magician shakes it gently, and water
flows out multiple times, which defies nature.

But there's more - remove the lid on the tea kettle and colorful scarves are
produced from inside the teapot, like a beautiful rainbow. Although the scarves
come from inside the teapot that had liquid a moment ago, miraculously, the
scarves are totally dry.

From these scarves, the magician magically produces a real shot glass that is
filled with liquid! 

And just when the audience thinks the magic is over, the teapot surprises
everyone by suddenly being filled and overflowing with rice. A fantastic finale
ending that nobody expects.

Meticulously constructed from stainless steel, the magic teapot ensures both
longevity and grace. The elongated gooseneck spout design not only exudes
elegance but also guarantees spill-free pouring, elevating the finesse of every
performance. The teapot is designed to be easy to use so that you can focus on
your best performance.

Features:

Looks like a regular gooseneck kettle
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Polished stainless-steel finish
The water poured from the teapot can be shared with the audience
Multiple magic moments with a surprising finale.
Safe and easy to use
Uniquely handcrafted, made exclusively for TCC Magic, and only
available here.

Included in the set:

A Magic Teapot
Three colorful scarves
A stick
Three large cups (for practice)
One shot cup (for practice)
Paper coils
Special gimmick

Note: Consumables such as rice and liquid are not included
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